Intraoperative vs. weightbearing patellar kinematics in total knee arthroplasty: a cadaveric study.
During knee replacement surgery, surgeons optimize intraoperative patellar tracking with the aim of optimizing postoperative tracking. This link has not been investigated to date. Our research questions were: (1) How well do patellar kinematics correlate between passive and weightbearing flexion across numerous changes in component placement? (2) How do the kinematics differ between the two loading configurations? Eight cadaveric knee joints with modified knee components that allowed 11 different femoral, tibial and patellar placements were tested in two experimental rigs simulating intraoperative and weightbearing dynamic flexion. Baseline placement had all components in neutral position. Pearson correlation coefficients were calculated for absolute baseline kinematics and for relative kinematics due to changes in component position (i.e., the 10 altered positions vs. baseline). Correlations between intraoperative and weightbearing rigs for absolute baseline kinematics were unpredictable, ranging from poor to excellent (mean 0.56 for tilt and mean 0.50 for shift). Correlations between rigs for changes in tilt and shift, i.e. relative kinematics, were strong (>0.8) or very strong (>0.9), with the exception of shift in early flexion (0.54). Differences in relative kinematics, which averaged 2.2 degrees in tilt (standard deviation 1.8 degrees ) and 1.6mm in shift (standard deviation 1.7mm), were notably smaller and less variable than differences in absolute kinematics, which averaged 4.2 degrees in tilt (standard deviation 3.6 degrees ) and 4.3mm in shift (standard deviation 3.9mm). The results of this study suggest that, while absolute kinematics may differ between conditions, if a surgeon adjusts a component position to improve patellar kinematics intraoperatively, the effects of such a geometric change will likely carry through to the postoperative joint.